Let K = Fq(C) be the global field of rational functions on a smooth and projective curve C defined over a finite field Fq. Any finite but non-empty set S of closed points on C gives rise to a Hasse integral domain OS = Fq[C − S] of K. Given a semisimple and almost-simple group scheme G defined over Spec OS with a smooth fundamental group F (G), we aim to describe the set of (OS-classes of) twisted-forms of G in terms of some invariants of F (G) and the absolute type of the Dynkin diagram of G. This turns out sometimes to biject to a disjoint union of abelian groups.
Introduction
Let K = F q (C) be the global field of rational functions over a projective curve C defined over a finite field F q , assumed to be geometrically connected and smooth. Let Ω be the set of all closed points on C. For any point p ∈ Ω let v p be the induced discrete valuation on K,Ô p the complete valuation ring with respect to v p , andK p , k p be its fraction field and residue field, respectively. Any non-empty finite set S ⊂ Ω gives rise to an integral domain of K called a Hasse domain:
This is a regular and one dimensional Dedekind domain. Schemes defined over Spec O S are underlined, being omitted in the notation of their generic fibers.
A group scheme defined over Spec O S is said to be reductive if it is affine and smooth over Spec O S , and its geometric fiber at any p ∈ Ω is (connected) reductive over k p ([SGA3, Exp. XIX Def. 2.7] ). It is semisimple if it is reductive, and the rank of its root system equals that of its lattice of weights ([SGA3, Exp. XXI Def. 1.1.1]). Let G be a semisimple O S -group whose fundamental group F (G) is of cardinality prime to char(K) = q. A twisted form of G is an O S -group that is isomorphic to G over some finiteétale cover of O S . The main goal of this paper is to describe explicitly, in terms of some invariants of F (G) and the absolute type of the Dynkin diagram of G, the set of all twisted forms of G, modulo O S -isomorphisms. This is done first in Section 2 via describing the classification of G-torsors being inner forms of G, and then passing in Section 3, through the action of the outer automorphisms of G on its Dynkin diagram, to the whole classifying set. The case in which G is of absolute type A thus may posses a generic fiber which is locally anisotropic at S deserves a special consideration. This is done in Section 4.
Classes of torsors
A G-torsor in the fppf topology is a faithfully-flat of finite presentation O S -scheme P , equipped with a (right) G-action, such that: P × O S G → P × O S P : (p, g) → (p, pg) is an isomorphism. We define H 1 fl (O S , G) to be the set of isomorphism classes of G-torsors over Spec O S relative to thé etale or the flat topology (the classification for the two topologies coincide when G is smooth; cf. [SGA4, VIII Cor. 2.3] ). This set is finite ( [BP, Prop. 3.9] ). The sets H 1 (K, G) and H 1 fl (Ô p , G p ), for every p / ∈ S, are defined similarly. These three sets are naturally pointed: the distinguished point of H 1 fl (O S , G) (resp., H 1 (K, G), H 1 fl (Ô p , G p )) is the class of the trivial G-torsor (resp. trivial G-torsor, trivial G p -torsor).
Given a representative P of a class in H 1 fl (O S , G), by referring also to G as to a G-torsor acting on itself via conjugations, the quotient of P × O S G by the G-action: (p, g) → (ps −1 , sgs −1 ), is an affine O S -group scheme P G, being an inner form of G, called the twist of G by P . It is locally isomorphic to G in the fppf topology, namely, any fiber of it at a prime of O S , is isomorphic to G p := G ⊗ O SÔ p over some finite flat extension ofÔ p , and the map P → P G defines a bijection of pointed-sets:
There exists a canonical map of pointed-sets:
which is defined by mapping a class in H 1 fl (O S , G) represented by X to the class represented by
The principal genus of G is then ker(Λ) = λ −1 ([ξ 0 ]), namely, the classes of G-torsors that are generically and locally trivial at all points of O S . More generally, a genus of G is any fiber λ −1 ([ξ]) where [ξ] ∈ Im(λ). The set of genera of G is then:
Consider the ring of S-integral adèles A S := p∈SK p × p / ∈SÔ p , being a subring of the adèles A. The S-class set of G is the set of double cosets:
(where for any prime p the geometric fiber G p of G is taken). According to Nisnevich ([Nis, Thm. I.3 .5]), since G is smooth, affine and finitely generated, the above map λ applied to it, forms the following exact sequence of pointed-sets (when the trivial coset is considered as the distinguished point in Cl S (G)):
The left exactness reflects the fact that Cl S (G) can be identified with the above principal genus of G. As G is also assumed to have connected fibers, by Lang's Theorem (recall that all residue fields are finite) this sequence reduces to 
gives rise by flat cohomology to the co-boundary map of pointed sets:
3) whose surjectivity comes from O S being of Douai-type (see Definition 5.2 and Example 5.4 (iii) in [Gon] ), implying that G sc , being simply-connected, admits the arithmetic property H 2 fl (O S , G) = 1. A representation ρ : G sc → GL 1 (A) where A is an Azumaya O S algebra, is said to be centerpreserving if ρ(Z(G) sc ) ⊆ Z(GL 1 (A)). The restriction of ρ to F (G) ⊆ Z(G sc ), composed with the natural isomorphism Z(GL 1 (A)) ∼ = G m , is a map λ ρ : F (G) → G m , thus inducing a map:
Together with the preceding map δ G we get the map of pointed-sets:
which associates any class of G-torsors with a class of Azuamaya O S -algebras in Br(O S ).
If F (G) = µ m , then applying flat cohomology to the Kummer sequence of smooth O S -groups:
gives rise to the long exact sequence of abelian groups: 
We obtain that the following composition is surjective:
which clearly coincides with the previous map (λ ρ ) * • δ G in this case.
The original Tits algebras introduced in [Tits1] , are central simple algebras defined over a field, associated to algebraic groups defined over that field. This construction was generalized to groupschemes over rings as shown in [PS, Thm.1] . We briefly recall it here over O S :
Being semisimple, G admits an inner form which is quasi-split, denoted G qs .
Definition 1. Any center-preserving representation ρ qs : G qs → GL(V ) gives rise to a "twisted" center-preserving representation: ρ :
the Tits algebra corresponding to the representation ρ, and its class in Br(O S ), is its Tits class.
Lemma 2.1. If G is adjoint, then for any center-preserving representation ρ of G sc qs , and a twisted G-form P G by a G-torsor P , one has:
and [A ρ ] are the Tits classes of ( P G) sc and G sc corresponding to ρ, respectively.
Proof. By descent F (G qs ) ∼ = F (G), so we may write the short exact sequences of O S -groups:
which yield the following commutative diagram of pointed sets (cf. [Gir, IV, Prop. 4.3 .4]):
, thus the images of δ and δ qs coincide in Br(O S ), whence:
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a smooth and affine O S -group with connected fibers. If its generic fiber G is almost simple, simply connected and G S :
Proof. Since G is simply-connected and K is a function field (thus having no real places), we know by Harder ([Hard, Satz A]) that H 1 (K, G) = 1, which means according to sequence (2.1) that all G-torsors are K-isomorphic. Hence H 1 fl (O S , G) coincides with the principal genus Cl S of G, which vanishes due to the strong approximation property related to G, being almost simple and simply-connected and such that G S is non-compact (cf. [Pra, Theorem A] 
Proof. Applying flat cohomology to sequence (2.2) yields the exact sequence:
where P G is an inner form of G (see in Section 1), thus an O S -group of the same type. So Lemma 2.2 can be applied to all fibers of δ G , which therefore vanish. This amounts to δ G being injective, thus an isomorphism.
As F (G) is a commutative O S -group of multiplicative type, H 2 fl (O S , F (G)) is an abelian group.
The fundamental group F (G) is decomposed into finitely many factors of the form
) for each such factor:
Definition 2. Let R be a finite flat extension of O S . We define:
is induced by the norm map N R/O S and for a group * , m * stands for its m-torsion part.
. We also define for such R:
Definition 3. We call F (G) admissible if it is a finite direct product of the following factors:
(2) Res
Proof. In [Bit3, Corollary 2.7] the following short exact sequence is demonstrated
is assumed smooth. Moreover, the exponent of this abelian group divides m, so this sequence splits and the assertion follows.
is admissible then there exists a bijection of pointed-sets:
Classes of twisted-forms
Before continuing with the classification of G-forms, we would like to recall the following general construction due to Giraud and prove one related Lemma.
Let R be a unital commutative ring. A central exact sequence of flat R-group schemes:
induces by flat cohomology a long exact sequence of pointed-sets ([Gir, III, Lemma 3.3.1]): Lemma 3.1. The following are equivalent:
(1) the push-forward map H 1 
, where the map i ′ * is obtained by applying flat cohomology to the sequence (3.1) while replacing B by the twisted group scheme P B, and θ P is the induced twisting bijection.
(1) ⇔ (2): The map i * is injective iff ker(i ′ * ) is trivial for any A-torsor P . By exactness of the rows, this is condition (2). 
This implies by [Gil, Lemma 2.6 .3] the decomposition
where P (G ad ) stands for the twisted form of G ad by P , and the quotients are taken modulo the action of Θ(O S ) on the P (G ad )-torsors. Recall from Lemma 3.1 that this action is trivial if and only if the map i * in the induced exact sequence of pointed-sets:
is injective, being equivalent to the surjectivity of
is an equality, if the root datum is adjoint or simply-connected, or if Using Lemma 2.3 decomposition (3.3) can be reformulated as:
Proposition 3.4. The pointed-set Twist(G) bijects with a disjoint union of pointed-sets:
In particular, if G is almost simple not of type A, it bijects with a disjoint union of abelian groups:
if and only if Θ(O S ) acts trivially on each component (the action is carried from the one on
The following list contains all types of absolutely almost-simple groups over K. Since C is smooth, the scheme Spec O S is normal, i.e., is integrally closed locally everywhere. Consequently, any finiteétale covering of O S arises by its normalization in some separable unramified extension L of K (see [Len, Theorem 6.13] ).
Type of
Corollary 3.5. If G is of the type B n>1 , C n>1 , E 7 , E 8 , F 4 , G 2 for which F (G ad ) ∼ = µ m , this reads:
Proof. In these cases Θ(O S ) = 1 so there is a single component on which the action is trivial, and F (G) is split, so the description of H 2 fl (O S , F (G ad )) (G is not of type A) is as in Lemma 2.4.
Let [A G ] stands for the Tits class of the universal covering G sc of G (see Definition 1). Notice that this class does not depend on the choice of the representation ρ of G sc , thus its notation will be omitted. Recall that when F (G) splits w G ad defined in 2.6 coincides with λ • δ G . 
(3.5)
The opposite group (G ad ) op is an inner form of G ad , thus is a representative in H 1
, which is equivalent to (G ad ) op belonging to the principal genus Cl S (G ad ) (see Corollary 2.5).
If indeed, then also [G op ] ∈ Cl S (G), indicating on the existence of an inner K-isomorphism G → G op (see after (2.1)). Composing it with the inverse map on G op yields a non-trivial outer
to G by the inverse map which is defined over O S (though this isomorphism is outer, this is allowed in Twist(G)). So ker(i * ) is not trivial, which is equivalent by the diagram exactness to the non The following general framework due to Giraud (see [CF, §2.2.4] ) gives a concrete interpretation of torsors of group-schemes: Proposition 3.8. Let R be a scheme and X 0 be an R-form, namely, an object of a fibered category of schemes defined over R. Let Aut X 0 be its R-group of automorphisms. Let Forms(X 0 ) be the category of R-forms that are locally isomorphic for some topology to X 0 and let Tors(Aut X 0 ) be the category of Aut X 0 -torsors in that topology. The functor
is an equivalence of fibered categories.
This Proposition suggests to identify representatives in H 1 fl (R, Aut(G)) with twisted forms of G up to R-isomorphisms, hence this pointed-ste shall be denoted from now and on by Twist(G). This is done by associating any twisted form H of G with the Aut(G)-torsor Iso(G, H). If H is an inner-form of G, then [H] belongs to Im(i * ) in (3.4). Otherwise, to coker(i * ).
If we wish to interpret a G-torsor (not a one of Aut(G)) as a twisted form of some basic form, we shall need to describe G first as the automorphism group of this basic form. Example 3.10. Let (V, q) be a regular quadratic O S -space of even rank n ≥ 6 and let G be the associated special orthogonal group SO q (see [Con1, Definition 1.6] ). It is smooth and connected (cf. [Con1, Theorem 1.7]) of type 1 D n . Since F (G) = µ 2 we assume char(K) is odd. Any such quadratic regular O S -space (V ′ , q ′ ) of rank n gives rise to a G-torsor P by 
For a non-split A we let G be the subgroup SO(A, f, σ) . It is of type 2 D n , and its outer form P G of type 1 D n is obtained similarly for a splitting A, i.e., when A = End(V ) for some O S -module V .
The resulting group is the special orthogonal group SO(V, q) of some quadratic form q on V .
If n is even, then F (( P G) ad ) = µ 2 × µ 2 , hence the Tits classes of the inner forms of ( P G) ad must be of order ≤ 2 in i(F (( P G) ad )) = 2 Br(O S ) × 2 Br(O S ). This implies according to Lemma 3.6 that So in order to determine exactly when H 1 fl (O S , G sc ) does not vanish, we may restrict ourselves to the cases G sc = SL 1 (A), A is a non-split Azumaya O S -algebra, and G sc = SU(B, τ ) , B is a quaternion algebra over anétale quadratic extension of O S . In the first case, the reduced norm applied to the units of A forms the short exact sequence of smooth O S -groups:
(4.1)
Then flat cohomology gives rise to the long exact sequence:
in which Nrd * is surjective since SL 1 (A) is simply-connected and O S is of Douai-type (see above).
In case A is quaternion, we may infer the following criterion:
Corollary 4.1. Let G = SL 1 (A) where A is a quaternion O S -algebra. These facts are equivalent:
(1) The reduced norm Nrd :
The Hasse principle holds for G.
(3) Twist(G) is bijective as a pointed-set to Pic (O S )/2 × 2 Br(O S ).
Proof. (1) ⇐⇒ (2) : As SL 1 (A) is a simply-connected K-group, due to Harder H 1 (K, SL 1 (A)) = 1, which indicates that SL 1 (A) admits a single genus (see sequence (2.1)), i.e., H 1 fl (O S , SL 1 (A)) = Cl S (SL 1 (A) ). If A × Nrd − − → O × S is surjective, the resulting short exact sequence of groups of O S -points:
splits, since the exponent of the generators of A over O S -being a quaternion algebra -is 2. This implies that SL 1 (A) is O S -isotropic, hence its generic fiber is locally isotropic everywhere, and so H 1 fl (O S , SL 1 (A)) vanishes by Lemma 2.2. The opposite direction is derived directly from the exactness of sequence (4.2).
(2) ⇐⇒ (3) : Being of type A 1 , G = SL 1 (A) does not admit a non-trivial outer form, thus:
The universal covering of the adjoint group G ad = PGL 1 (A), whose fundamental group is µ 2 , induces the exact sequence (cf. (2.3)):
in which the right term is isomorphic by Lemma 2.4 to Pic (O S )/2× 2 Br(O S ). If the Hasse principle holds for G then H 1 fl (O S , SL 1 (A)) is trivial and δ G ad is a bijection of pointed-sets. Otherwise it is not, whilst the map ϕ -which does not depend on the choice of A -is trivial in the split case. 
